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SUMMARY
The influences of transducer diffraction effects on measured USM transit times are investigated, in relation to “dry
calibration” methods and consequences for the USM measurement accuracy in flow calibration and field operation.
Diffraction effects depend on a number of operational factors. The magnitude of such systematic effects is evaluated
using a plane piston model and finite element modelling of the vibration and radiation of typical USM piezoelectric
transducers. Consequences for volumetric, mass and energy flow measurement using USMs are evaluated. In a
cooperation with industry partners, data from flow calibration of a USM are used to illustrate the significance and
potentials of improved control with diffraction effects. It is shown that especially for small-size meters (4”-12”)
treatment of diffraction effects is highly recommended if high accuracy of the volumetric flow rate measurement is
needed, and if the USM is used as a mass or energy flow meter. For the VOS measurement used in mass and energy
flow metering, flow calibration does not reduce the error due to diffraction, whereas for the volumetric flow
measurement, this error can be reduced by flow calibration. Methods to achieve improved control with diffraction
effects are described.

1. INTRODUCTION
In custody transfer metering of gas, multipath ultrasonic transit-time flow meters (USM) are being used
for volumetric flow rate measurement [1,2]. In addition to the flow velocity and volumetric flow rate,
USMs can also give measurements of the velocity of sound (VOS) in the gas. The VOS measurement has
traditionally been used for self diagnostics of the USM [3].
There is today an increasing interest in exploiting the potentials of USMs for extended applications, such
as direct mass and energy measurement, using the volumetric flow rate measurement in combination with
the VOS measurement, as an additional output from such meters. Developments in recent years have
resulted in methods for calculating the density [4-14] as well as the calorific value [13-22], from the
measured VOS in the gas.
The accuracy of such density and calorific value measurements depend on several factors, - one major
factor being the accuracy of the VOS measurement, which should be ±0.3 m/s (about ±0.075 %) or better
(standard uncertainty) [14]. Among others this puts requirements on improved control of transit time
measurements in the USM, such as systematic effects due to e.g. (a) transducer time delay correction
(“dry calibration” values), (b) time delay due to transducer diffraction effects, (c) variation of these
corrections with pressure, temperature, path length and gas composition, (d) sound refraction (flow profile
effects on transit times), (e) finite beam effects, and (f) cavity flow effects. These effects are accounted
for by different methods and to varying degree in today’s USMs.
In the present work the influences of transducer diffraction effects on measured USM transit times are
investigated in relation to the USM measurement accuracy. Transducer diffraction effects depend on a
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number of factors, such as pressure, temperature, path length, VOS (gas composition), transducer
diameter, operational frequency, transducer vibration pattern (displacement), transducer bandwidth, time
detection method, etc. Earlier works in this field [23-29] have employed simplified models for description
of diffraction correction. The present work extends these earlier works by using finite element modelling
of typical USM piezoelectric transducers to evaluate the magnitude of such diffraction effects, as well as
by evaluating consequences for flow calibration and field operation of USMs in relation to the use of
actual “dry calibration" methods.
Most current USMs apply time detection in the start of the acoustic signal, i.e. in the socalled transient
part of the signal. Since transducer diffraction effects depend on whether time detection is made in the
transient (start) or in the stationary (middle) part of the signal, both cases are addressed here.
Consequences for volumetric, mass and energy flow measurement using USMs are evaluated. In a
cooperation with industry partners, data from flow calibration of a USM are used to illustrate the
significance and potentials of control over such transducer diffraction effects.
In perspective, it is important to be aware that the results presented here do not question the basic
soundness and reliability of the USM method. The diffraction effects discussed here become important
essentially when (a) high accuracy in the volumetric flow rate reading is necessary, and (b) for extended
functionality of USMs (use of the measured VOS to calculate the mass and energy flow rates). Control of
diffraction effects become especially important for the VOS measurement, for which possible systematic
effects (errors) are not being eliminated or reduced by flow calibrating the meter. The primary intention
of the present work is to provide a basis to further improve today’s USM technology towards higher
accuracy, control, reliability and functionality.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The present work addresses consequences of transducer diffraction effects in flow calibration and field
operation of USMs, given that a “dry calibration” [1] of the USM has already been performed. Such
consequences will depend on which “dry calibration” method that has been used. Thus, as a basis for the
discussion, the present section summarizes briefly the basic USM relationships needed in the discussion,
various relevant “dry calibration” methods, as well as strategies used here for description of diffraction
effects.

2.1 Basic relationships and time delay correction
In ultrasonic transit time flow metering of gas the volumetric flow rate and the velocity of sound (VOS)
are given (in units of [m3/s] and [m/s]) as [27,30-33]
N
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where (cf. Fig. 1)
N:
R:
yi:
Li:
φi:
wi:

number of acoustic paths,
inner radius of the USM meter body,
lateral distance from the pipe center (lateral chord position) for path no. i, i = 1, …, N,
interrogation length for path no. i, i = 1, …, N,
inclination angle (relative to the pipe axis) of path no. i, i = 1, …, N,
integration weight factor for path no. i, i = 1, …, N,
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t1i:
t2i:
Nrefl,i:
ci:

plane wave transit time for upstream sound propagation of path no. i, i = 1, …, N,
plane wave transit time for downstream sound propagation of path no. i, i = 1, …, N,
number of wall reflections for path no. i, i = 1, …, N (Nrefl,i = 0, 1 or 2 in current USMs),
velocity of sound (VOS) for path no. i, i = 1, …, N.
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Schematic illustration of a single path in a multipath ultrasonic transit time flow meter with non-reflecting
paths (for downstream sound propagation). (Left: centre path example (yi = 0); Right: path at lateral chord
position yi.)

The accuracy of such measurement depends on a number of factors (cf. e.g. [27-31]), - one major factor
being the accuracy of the transit time measurements in the USM.
The measured transit times can formally be “decomposed” into systematic terms and random terms.
Random terms are due to e.g. turbulent temperature and velocity fluctuations in the flow, incoherent noise
(RFI, pressure control valves, pipe vibrations), coherent noise (acoustic cross-talk through meter body,
electromagnetic cross-talk, acoustic reverberation in gas), finite clock resolution, electronics stability
(possible random effects), possible random effects in signal detection/processing (e.g. erroneous signal
period identification), and power supply variations [30,31].
Systematic contributions to the measured transit times are e.g. (for each path in the USM) [30,31]
• time delay due to electromagnetic wave propagation in electronics and cables,
• time delay due to elastic wave propagation in the piezoelectric transducers (transducer time
delay),
• time delay due to sound propagation in the two transducer port cavities,
• “time delay” (travel time) due to sound propagation in the flowing fluid (within the pipe bore),
• time delay due to diffraction effects at transducers (diffraction time delay),
• difference between measured upstream and downstream transit times at zero flow (“∆tcorrection”),
• possible deposits at transducer front (lubricant oil, liquid, wax, grease, etc.),
• possible systematic effects in signal detection/processing (e.g. erroneous signal period
identification),
• sound refraction (flow profile effects on transit times), and
• possible beam reflection at the meter body wall (for reflecting-path meters).
The “time delay” due to sound propagation in the flowing fluid (within the pipe bore) is normally
assumed to correspond to plane-wave propagation of the sound pressure signal over the interrogation
length [27]. This “time delay” is then taken to be the transit time to be used in Eqs. (1). Other time
delays have to be corrected for in the USM software, if possible.
Such time corrections have been realised or implemented in different ways by the different USM
manufacturers. One possible way of expressing the time corrections is [27]
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where
t 1measured
, t 2measured
:
i
i

Measured upstream and downstream transit times of path no. i,

,el ,tr
t 1cab
i ,0

Time delay due to cables, electronics and transducers (transmit and
receive), for upstream propagation of path no. i, at “dry calibration”
conditions (usually measured),
∆t-correction of path no. i, at “dry calibration” conditions (usually
measured, or reduced (and in some cases practically eliminated) by
reciprocal design of the electroacoustic system),
Upstream and downstream diffraction time delay of path no. i, at “dry
calibration” conditions (usually calculated),
time delay due to sound propagation in the two transducer port cavities,
for path no. i (calculated).

∆t icorr
,0 :

t idif
,0 :
t icavity :

:

2.2 Review of current “dry calibration” strategies in relation to treatment of diffraction
effects
To have confidence in a particular meter at hand, it is general practice to carry out a “zero-flow
verification” of the meter, i.e. a best possible zero flow reading at “zero flow”. For example, the AGA-9
report concerned with gas meters [1] recommends that the zero flow reading should be less than 0.04 ft/s
= 12.2 mm/s for each path.
To enable sufficient zero-flow verification, geometrical quantities and time delays addressed above are
measured for the meter at hand in a “dry calibration” procedure [1, p. C-31]. Time delays can be
measured for a specific set of electronics, cables and transducers, for a single pressure-temperature point,
or several points. Different “dry calibration” strategies may be used. To illustrate typical challenges that
may arise in connection with use of such strategies, some “dry calibration” methods involving dedicated
test cells (without fluid flow) are briefly addressed in the following.
1. Sound velocity method. One “dry calibration” method summarized in the AGA-9 report [1, p. C-31]
is to determine the time delay at each path from the difference between measured and calculated
transit times, using two transducers at a known separation distance, at zero flow. The calculated
transit time is obtained as the ratio of the transducer separation distance to the sound velocity in the
test fluid. Both need to be known very accurately.
For instance, for a 6” gas meter, the corresponding requirement to the total time delay is about 400 ns
to keep the USM flow velocity error less than 0.2 % in a metering situation (isolated contributions
from time delay error only). This number results from an analysis of the integrated error effect in a
flow meter, by increasing all transit times in Eq. (1a) by 400 ns. Consequently, the VOS in “dry
calibration” needs to be known better than about 0.5 m/s when “dry calibration” is made at a
transducer distance of 10 cm, 0.16 m/s at a distance of 30 cm, and 0.05 m/s at a distance of 100 cm
(provided nitrogen is used as “dry calibration” gas). This corresponds to a temperature control of 0.8
°C, 0.3 °C and 0.08 °C, for the three example distances, respectively.
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For gas meters nitrogen is a common test gas, with well tabulated sound velocity [34]. It is
emphasized that good temperature control is essential to keep the sound velocity within these limits.
There is however a problem with this approach. AGA-9 does not discuss diffraction effects, and the
method, as stated by AGA-9, does not account for the fact that the diffraction time delay changes with
path length [27] cf. e.g. Fig. 7b.
Possible ways to overcome this problem include:
(a) By using the same path lengths (for the “dry calibration” in the cell) as used in the meter, the
effect of diffraction correction variation with path length should be insignificant.
(b) Alternatively, if the variation of the diffraction time delay with path length is known, either from
measurement or calculation, the time delay can be corrected for this effect.
2. Two-distance method. A second “dry calibration” method which does not require knowledge of the
sound velocity in the test fluid has also been summarized in AGA-9 [1, p. C-31]. The time delay at
each path can be determined from a setup in which the transit time is measured at two known and
different transducer separation distances, at zero flow. The AGA-9 report states that “since the transit
time measurements include the same delay time for both path lengths” the time delay can be readily
determined.
There is a problem also with this approach. AGA-9 does not discuss diffraction effects, and the
method, as stated by AGA-9, does not account for the fact that the diffraction time delay changes with
path length [27], cf. e.g. Fig. 7b. Thus, the two transit time measurements do not include the same
delay time for the two transducer separation distances, and - depending on the accuracy requirements
- the time delay can not be so readily determined.
In cases for which transducer diffraction effects has significant implications for the USM accuracy,
there may be ways to avoid this problem:
(a) If the diffraction time delay and its variation with distance are known for the transducers in
question, either from measurement or calculation, the time delay at each of the two transducer
distances can be determined, and the time delay extrapolated to the actual path lengths of the
USM.
(b) Alternatively, by using two transducer separation distances which are both sufficiently well into
the far field of the transducer, the variation of the diffraction time delay with distance may
become insignificant (cf. Fig. 7), and the method described by AGA-9 may be used. An
extrapolation of the time delay to the actual path length is in any case needed, however, using e.g.
a model for the diffraction correction.
It is emphasized that good temperature control is essential also in this method, so that the difference
in sound velocity between the two measurements becomes insignificant. For instance, the 400 ns
requirement in question for a 6” gas meter (see above), corresponds to temperature control better than
about 0.4 oC when “dry calibration” is made at transducer distances of 10 and 20 cm, and better than
0.06 °C when transducer distances of 60 and 100 cm are used (provided nitrogen is used as “dry
calibration” gas).
3. Acoustic reflector method. A third method which does not require knowledge of the sound velocity
in the test fluid nor the transducer distance, has been described in [27, p. 49-51]. The time delay due
to electronics, cables and transducers at each path can be determined from a setup in which the transit
time is measured using a single transducer and an acoustic reflector, at zero flow. The method is an
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approximate method, valid under a certain assumption for the diffraction time delay upon reflection at
the transducer.
As this method gives the time delay due to electronics, cables and transducers only, the diffraction
time delay needs to be determined by other means, either by measurement or calculation.
4. Transducer reflection method. A fourth “dry calibration” method, which does not require
knowledge of the sound velocity in the test fluid nor the transducer separation distance, is also
available (not reported in open literature) [35]. The time delay due to electronics, cables and
transducers at each path can be determined from a setup in which the transit time is measured using
two transducers at a single known distance, at zero flow. The method is an approximate method,
valid under certain assumptions for the diffraction time delay upon reflection at the transducers.
As this method gives the time delay due to electronics, cables and transducers only, the diffraction
time delay needs to be determined by other means, either by measurement or calculation.
Consequently, for all of these possible “dry calibration” methods, the diffraction time delay and its
variation with distance may need to be known, for the actual transducers used, either by measurement or
calculation.
Besides, there adds the complication that the transducer time delay and the diffraction time delay may
depend on pressure, temperature, gas composition and flow velocity (beam drift) [27]. This is further
commented in Section 5.

2.3 Modelling of transducer diffraction effects
Effects of diffraction using finite sized receivers were observed in early works using ultrasonic methods
for measuring the sound velocity and absorption in gases, liquids and solids. A model for including such
diffraction effects was given by Williams in 1951 [36]. In this model a circular plane piston is assumed
for the source, and an expression was derived for the averaged free field pressure over a receiver surface
area equal to that of the source and centred on the sound beam axis. This method and these results have
been a basis for including diffraction corrections in later similar measurement problems both for
continuous waves (CW) and pulse applications (e.g. [37-50,23-26,29]). Transient diffraction correction
effects, which are important in the use of sound pulses in the measurements, have been studied in
particular in some more recent works (e.g. [47-50,23-26,29]), and also to some extent related to use in
ultrasonic flow metering (e.g. [23-29]). One important limitation in this method of handling diffraction
correction effects lies in the assumption of uniform vibrations over the source and receiver transducer
surfaces. More accurate diffraction corrections could have been implemented in USMs if the real
vibration pattern of the transducers could have been used.
In the present work numerical calculation methods are used to investigate this topic. Two approaches are
used:
(a) Approach A: A simplified approach based on one-dimensional (1D) description of the piezoelectric
transducers (the Mason model) [51], Williams’ diffraction correction model for a uniform plane piston
mounted in an infinite rigid baffle (for the sound propagation in the gas, see above) [36,52], combined
in a system model (FLOSIM) [53] to calculate frequency responses, time signals and diffraction time
delays. This approach was presented and used in [29].
(b) Approach B: A recently developed approach based on finite element modelling (FEM) of the
piezoelectric transducers [54-56] and the resulting sound propagation in the fluid (gas). The FLOSIM
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system model has been further developed to include the FEM results in the calculation of frequency
responses, time signals and diffraction time delays. This approach was presented in [57].
Emphasis is here laid on the influences of path length, transducer bandwidth, actual transducer vibration,
and where in the signal the time detection is made (transient part, or stationary part), as well as
consequences for the USM measurement accuracy. Pressure, temperature, gas composition and beam drift
effects on diffraction time delay are not addressed in detail here.

3. THEORY
The present section describes the methods used to calculate the diffraction time delay for the transient and
stationary parts of the acoustic signal.

3.1 Representation of transducer diffraction effects in USM measurement systems
The geometry used for this problem is shown in Fig. 2. Note that the description used here represents a
simplification relative to the more realistic situation illustrated in Fig. 1, so that e.g. effects of transducer
port cavities are not accounted for.
The diffraction time delay is defined as the time shift of the acoustic signal in the fluid, relative to a plane
wave, due to acoustic diffraction at the receiving transducer (i.e. that the wave fronts are not plane). More
precisely; the time shift from the plane-wave sound pressure in the fluid at the centre point of the
receiving transducer front (in absence of the receiving transducer) -to- the free-field sound pressure in the
fluid, integrated over a circular “measurement area” corresponding to the receiving transducer front (in
absence of the receiving transducer) [42,43].

pplane
<p>

u0

Vin

Fig. 2.

Tx

FLUID

Rx

Vout

Geometry and symbols used to describe diffraction correction in a a single path of a multipath ultrasonic
transit time flow meter with non-reflecting paths.

To see how diffraction effects influence on the measured acoustic signals (such as the transit times),
consider two different transfer function models for sound propagation from transducer Tx to transducer
Rx in path no. i. These are the plane wave propagation model and a relatively general propagation model,
given as1
plane
Vout

Vin
Vout
Vin

=

=

plane
plane
u0 p
Vout

Vin

u0

eq , plane
u 0eq , pist p

Vin

(3a)

p plane

u 0eq , pist

p
p

eq , plane

Vout
p

,

(3b)

respectively, where
1

For USMs applying current signal output of the receiving transducer, the present theory can be applied by terminating the receiving
transducer in a low electrical impedance (e.g. 1 Ω), cf. Fig. 3.
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Vin :

Input voltage to the transmitting transducer Tx,

plane
Vout
:

Output voltage from the receiving transducer Rx, for the plane wave sound propagation
model and the electrical termination at hand,
Output voltage from the receiving transducer Rx, for the general sound propagation
model and the electrical termination at hand,
Volume velocity at the front surface of the transmitting transducer Tx, for the plane
wave sound propagation model,
Equivalent volume velocity at the front surface of the transmitting transducer Tx, for the
general propagation model (extrapolated from the farfield using the piston model),
Plane-wave sound pressure in the fluid at the centre point of the receiving transducer

Vout :
u0 :
u 0eq , pist :
p plane :
p

eq , plane

front (in absence of the receiving transducer),
: Equivalent plane-wave sound pressure in the fluid at the centre point of the receiving
transducer front (in absence of the receiving transducer), for the general sound
propagation model,
free-field sound pressure in the fluid, integrated over a circular “measurement area”
corresponding to the receiving transducer front (in absence of the receiving transducer).

p :

As Eqs. (3) represent frequency domain descriptions (transfer functions), all quantities are functions of
frequency. They represent convenient ways of “decomposing” the plane wave field and the general sound
field into transfer functions, such as e.g. to describe effects of diffraction on the sound propagation.
The plane wave model in Eq. (3a) serves as a reference model only, and can not give a correct description
of real sound fields. Eq. (3b) is chosen to better represent real (measured or simulated) sound fields, for
reasons as described in the following. At very long ranges (farfield), nearfield effects due to diffraction
are absent. Thus, by extrapolating the observed (measured or simulated) farfield on-axis sound pressure
back to the transducer surface using the plane piston model (cf. Section 3.3), diffraction effects are
“assembled” into the transfer function p p eq , plane . As a consequence, the real sound field will in this
model coincide with the (hypothetical) plane piston sound field in the farfield, on the acoustical axis, but
not off-axis, and not in the nearfield.
In Eqs. (3), u0 Vin and u 0eq , pist Vin are the transfer functions of the transmitting transducer, in the plane
wave and general sound propagation models, respectively. The plane wave sound propagation in the fluid
is given as
p plane
u0

=

p eq , plane
u 0eq , pist

=

ρc −ikz
e
,
A

(4)

where ρ and c are the fluid density and sound velocity (VOS), respectively, A is the area of the front
surface of the transmitting transducer, z is the axial distance between the transducers, k = ω c is the
acoustic wavenumber, ω = 2πf is the angular frequency, and f is the frequency.

p

p plane is per

definition the diffraction correction [42,43],
H dif ≡

p
p

eq , plane

.

(5)
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Now, assume the simplification that the transfer function Vout p of the receiving transducer is
independent of axial distance between the two transducers (i.e. whether the receiver is in the near field, the
intermediate region or in the far field), so that
plane
Vout Vout
V ff
= plane = out
p
p
p ff

,

(6)

where
p ff :

Axial sound pressure in the far field of the transmitting transducer,

ff
Vout
:

Output voltage from the receiving transducer Rx, in the far field, and for the electrical
termination at hand.

The term Voutff p ff is of interest here since this is an expression conveniently used for calculating the
transfer function of the receiving transducer (cf. e.g. [51,57]).
From Eqs. (3)-(6) one finds that the plane wave propagation model and the full propagation model become
plane
Vout

=

Vin

Vout
Vin

=

ff
u 0 ρc −ikz Vout
e
p ff
Vin A

plane
u 0eq , pist
V out

Vin

,

(7a)

H dif ,

(7b)

u0

respectively. These are relatively generally valid expressions used in the following.
In the present work two propagation models are used for evaluation of Hdif: (a) a simplified approach
based on the model for a uniform (plane) piston mounted in an infinite and rigid baffle, and (b) finite
element modelling of the piezoelectric transducer at hand and the resulting sound propagation in the fluid
medium.

3.2 Approach A for calculation of diffraction correction: Plane piston model
In the first approach, a simplified propagation model is used for evaluation of Hdif, namely the model for a
circular plane piston mounted in a rigid baffle of infinite extent, given by Willliam’s integral expression
[35], which can be written as
π

H dif ≡

p
p eq , plane

4
= 1−
π

é
4a2
2
2 ikz ê1− 1+ 2 cos θ
ê
z
ë
e

ò
0

ù
ú
ú
û

π

4
sin 2 θdθ = 1 −
π

2 i

òe

S ( ka )2 é
16 π 2
ê1− 1+
cos 2 θ
2
2π ê
S
( ka )2
ë

ù
ú
ú
û

sin 2 θdθ

(8)

0

where a is the radius of the plane piston (the transducer front surface), the transmitting and receiving
transducers have been assumed to have equal radii, S is defined as
S≡

z
a

2

λ

,

(9)

and λ is the acoustic wavelength. S is the axial distance z normalized to the last axial pressure maximum
in the piston model, a 2 λ .
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One should be aware that, although definitely being of substantial value for analysis and treatment of
transient diffraction effects in ultrasonic transit time gas flow meters [29]. Approach A is still limited
with respect to the description of such effects, e.g. since it does not account for the non-uniform behavior
of real transducers. Such behavior is accounted for in Approach B, cf. Section 3.3.

3.3 Approach B for calculation of diffraction correction: Finite element modelling of
transducer vibration and radiation
In the second approach, the diffraction correction Hdif is calculated for the actual transducer at hand using
finite element modelling (FEM) of the piezoelectric transducer [54-57] and the resulting sound field in the
fluid (gas).
The FE model used is based on the FEMP 3.0 model previously developed in a cooperation between CMR
and UoB [54-56]. This model can describe effects of different parts in the transducer structure as well as
the effects of the resulting vibrations on the radiated sound field, under the assumption of axial symmetry.
In addition to being used and tested versus measurement results and numerical accuracy in connection
with transducer design and construction, FEMP has been further developed such as to describe also the
receiving transducer (voltage and current reception), animation of transducer vibration and sound
propagation, inclusion of fluid medium losses, adaptation to FLOSIM time domain type of modelling, etc.
The present code is denoted FEMP 3.4 [57].
In the present approach, p is calculated using the FE calculated sound pressure field in the fluid at the
receiver position, by averaging over the receiver surface area. The corresponding equivalent plane wave
sound pressure at the receiver position, peq,plane, is calculated from the farfield FE calculations as follows:
Let zff be an axial distance well into the farfield of the transducer (in practice, and somewhat arbitrarily, we
have used zff = 1000 m), and let pff denote the FE calculated sound pressure at zff. Firstly, the “equivalent
piston volume velocity” is calculated by extrapolating this farfield pressure back to the surface of a
hypothetical “equivalent plane piston”, located at the position of the transducer front surface, using the
farfield expression for the sound field radiated by a uniform piston in a rigid baffle [52]. This “equivalent
piston volume velocity” is given as
u 0eq , pist = p ff

z ikz ff
e
i ρf

.

(10)

The equivalent plane wave sound pressure peq,plane is then calculated at the receiver position using Eq. (4).
Finally, Hdif is calculated from Eq. (5). This procedure is used for each frequency.

3.4 Factors influencing on diffraction correction
From Eq. (9) it appears that in the plane piston model, the diffraction correction Hdif depends on two key
parameters, S and ka, which again depend on several more basic parameters, such as
•
•
•
•

the transducer distance, z,
the fluid sound velocity, c,
the frequency, f, and
the radius of the plane piston, a.

In addition, the diffraction correction depends on
• where in the signal time detection is being made (transient part, or stationary part),
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• the frequency response and bandwidth of the acoustic transmit - receive system.
In addition, real transducers do very seldom vibrate as a plane piston, so in practice diffraction correction
will also depend on
• the vibration pattern (vibration modes and “shape”) of the transducer at hand, i.e. the actual
directivity of the transducer (magnitude and phase).
Normally, factors such as bandwidth, vibration pattern and directivity will vary with the temperature T,
and possibly also with pressure P in the gas. This is so especially if polymer or epoxy materials are
involved in the transducer construction, which is very often the case in actual USM transducers used for
gas. If so, the diffraction correction Hdif will also depend on T and P [27].

3.5 Calculation of diffraction time delay for transient signals
Calculation of diffraction time delay for transient signals has been made using the FLOSIM model for
simulation of electro-acoustic measurement systems (in the time and frequency domains), such as a single
path in a USM [53,51,23,26,57], cf. Figs. 1 and 3.
In Approach A a one-dimensional (1D) Mason type of model for thickness vibration mode transducers has
been used for the transmitting and receiving transducers [51], combined with two models for sound
plane
given by Eq. (7a), and (b) the plane piston
propagation in the fluid: (a) the plane wave model Vout
model Vout given by Eqs. (7b) and (8). With respect to expressions for the transfer functions of the
transmitting and receiving transducers, u0 Vin and Voutff p ff , respectively, it is referred to [53] and [51]. In
Approach B, the FEMP finite element model can be used for the transmitting and receiving transducers as
well as the sound propagation in the fluid [57].
Signal
generator

Bandpass
filter

Sender
transducer

Receiver
transducer
MEDIUM

Electronics

V0

Fig. 3.

V1

V2

V3

u4

Electric
terminator
Electronics
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V7
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Schematic overview of the mudule-based FLOSIM numerical simulation model for time and frequency
domain modelling of an acoustic measurement system, including a single path in a USM [53,51]. Symbols:
V is voltage, P is pressure, and u is volume velocity. Subscripts represent node numbers in the model, at
which signals and spectra can be calculated.

4. RESULTS - GAS USMS
Diffraction time delay results related to USMs designed for measurement of natural gas are discussed in
the following.

4.1 Calculation example
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A natural gas at a pressure of about 25 bar is considered here as an example, with density and sound
velocity of, say, ρ = 20 kg/m3 and c = 400 m/s. Typically, gas USMs operate at a frequency in the range
100 - 200 kHz, and a signal frequency of 150 kHz is used here as a representative example.
Fig. 4a shows a simplified transducer construction as an example, consisting of a piezoelectric element
with a front layer and a backing layer. A 12 x 3 mm lead zirconate titanate type of piezoelectric element is
used here (Pz27 [58]), chosen so to operate in its fundamental radial mode at 150 kHz.
The 12 x 4 mm front layer (quarter wavelength thick at 150 kHz, used for impedance matching to the gas)
was modelled using a density of 1100 kg/m3, compressional wave velocity of 2500 m/s, Poisson’s ratio of
0.31, and compressional and shear Q factors of 20. The 12 x 18 mm tungsten/araldite backing (used for
increasing the transducer bandwidth) was modelled using a density of 10000 kg/m3, compressional wave
velocity of 1600 m/s, Poisson’s ratio of 0.2, and compressional and shear Q factors of 5.
By intention, the transducer construction used here as an example may not be quite similar to actual gas
USM transducers. However, for the topic of diffraction correction under discussion here, the transducer
example is considered to be sufficiently representative.
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elements
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Fig. 4.
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0.05

(a) Transducer example used for simulating properties of a gas USM, (b) simplified numerical grid used for
the finite element calculations of the transducer and the radiated sound field, and (c) calculated vibration of
the transducer structure at 150 kHz (displacement amplitudes exaggerated 0.5⋅106 times).

Fig. 4b illustrates the finite element mesh used for the modelling of this example transducer structure.
Infinite elements are used for the outermost radiated field, beyond 2.5 cm. For clarity, only a reduced
mesh consisting of 292 elements is shown in Fig. 4b. (The results given in Figs. 5-8 have been calculated
using a mesh of 16736 8-node isoparametric finite elements.)
The calculated vibration pattern (displacement) of the transducer structure is shown in Fig. 4c, at 150 kHz
(i.e. at the operational frequency, close to the fundamental radial mode of the piezoelectric element). Note
the relatively large and non-uniform displacement amplitude of the front layer relative to the piezoelectric
element, which is the active unit exciting the vibration. The actual vibration pattern of the transducer
influences on the diffraction correction.
The calculated wave field radiated by this transducer at 150 kHz is shown in Fig. 5c, together with the
transducer’s vibration pattern. Fig. 5d shows the radiated field for the simplified (and idealized) case of a
uniform plane piston mounted in an infinite rigid baffle, with the same diameter as the transducer, 12 mm.
The volume velocity of the piston vibration is calculated from the transducer farfield as described in
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Section 3.3, i.e. as the “equivalent piston volume velocity”, u 0eq , pist , given by Eq. (10). Only the nearfield
radiations are shown in Figs. 5c and 5d.
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“real” transducer vibration, and for the simplified case of a uniform piston vibrating in an infinite rigid
baffle, respectively.
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(d)

FE calculated transducer vibrations and radiation at 150 kHz. (a) and (c): the transducer shown in Fig. 4a
and c. (b) and (d): uniform plane piston with diameter 12 mm mounted in an infinite rigid baffle. (a) and
(b): farfield directivity (at 1 m. distance). (c) and (d): nearfield radiation (with transducer displacement
amplitudes exaggerated 105 times).

Significant differences are noticed in the sound fields radiated by the plane piston and the transducer. The
transducer’s nearfield (the region of nearly plane wave propagation) is shorter than the piston’s nearfield,
so that the transition from nearly plane wave to spherical wave propagation appears at a shorter range for
the transducer than for the plane piston (at about 6 mm and 14 mm ranges, respectively). The reason for
that is the “bowl-like” vibration of the transducer front, with large amplitude in the centre, decreasing
towards the edge. This means that a certain amount of phase shift due to diffraction will be obtained at a
shorter range for the transducer than for the plane piston (cf. also Fig. 7a). In other words, at short ranges
the diffraction time delay effect is larger for the transducer than for the piston.
In the farfield, the transducer example is much less directive than the piston, cf. Figs. 5a and b. The
reason for that is again the “bowl-like” vibration of the transducer front, cf. Figs 4c and 5c. It is important
to be aware that Figs. 5a and c demonstrates how this transducer vibrates and radiates at 150 kHz only. At
other frequencies, the vibration and radiation are different (not shown here). In practice, the vibration
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pattern of real transducers are often observed to change over the frequency band near the operational
frequency of the USM [27], due to different vibration modes in the transducer structure being excited.
This may results in very different sound fields over the frequency band of interest, which has
consequences for the frequency spectrum of the diffraction correction, Hdif(f), cf. e.g. Fig. 8. This has also
consequences for the diffraction time delay in the transient (start) and stationary parts of the signal. Note
that such effects of changing transducer vibration pattern and radiated sound field by frequency are not
covered by the plane piston model, which vibrates as a plane piston irrespective of frequency, cf. Fig. 5d.
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Calculated source sensitivity (in natural gas) for the transducer shown in Fig. 4a and c. (a) magnitude and
(b) slow phase. FEMP calculations (Approach B, blue thick lines) and Mason 1D / piston models
(Approach A, black thin lines).

For time detection in the transient part of the signal (e.g. in the first part of the signal), the diffraction time
delay depends on the frequency response and bandwidth of the transducer. Fig. 6 shows the calculated
magnitude and phase of the voltage source sensitivity (i.e. p5/V3, cf. Fig. 3) for the transducer structure
shown in Fig. 4a and c, over a frequency range up to 350 kHz, calculated using the FEMP model (blue
thick lines) (Approach B, cf. Sections 2.3 and 3.3).
For comparison, corresponding calculations have been made using the Mason type 1D model for the
transducers, combined with the plane-piston-in-infinite-rigid-baffle model for the sound propagation in the
gas between the transducers (Approach A, cf. Section 2.3). These are also shown in Fig. 6, using thin
lines. Note that since today there is no useful analytical model available for the piezoelectric element’s
radial modes describing the effects of front layer, backing and radiation load, a Mason type thicknessextensional (TE) mode model was used to model the transducer vibration in the frequency range of the
fundamental radial mode (150 kHz). That is, in these 1D simulations the thickness of the piezoelectric
element was set to 13 mm (instead of 3 mm), cf. Fig. 4a. Otherwise the transducer and the medium were
the same as in the FE simulations (except that shear waves are not accounted for in the Mason model).
Use of the TE mode to “describe” the radial mode is of course an incorrect simplification, but still perhaps
the only approach available today in terms of 1D modelling.
From Fig. 6 it appears that - as expected - the frequency response and bandwidth of the source sensitivity
obtained using Approach A is different from the more correct description Approach B. In Section 4.3
Approach A is used to evaluate diffraction time delay in the transient part of the signal. It is to be
expected from Fig. 6 (and also Fig. 8, discussed later) that use of Approach B would provide a different
and more correct description of the signals and the transient diffraction time delay. This is planned to be
subject of a later study.

4.2 Diffraction time delay results - stationary part of signal
For time detection in the stationary part of the signal, the diffraction time delay can be obtained directly
from the calculated phase response of the diffraction correction, Hdif. Fig. 7a shows the phase of Hdif
calculated according to the two approaches A and B described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. The
diffraction correction is shown here as a function of distance (for fixed frequency, 150 kHz), in order to
evaluate the effect of different path lengths in the USM.
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With respect to the “piston results” (thick line), the figure illustrates the well-known effect that the phase
of the diffraction correction changes from about 3o (depends on the ka number) at the transmitting
transducer (z = 0) to nearly 90o in the farfield (at long ranges). That means, in the nearfield, where the
waves are nearly plane, the “piston field” is nearly in phase with the “plane wave field”. In the farfield,
the “piston field” leads the “plane wave field”, by up to a quarter of a period.
Fig. 7a also shows that for the transducer example given in Fig. 4, the diffraction time delay correction at
150 kHz is generally larger than for the piston, especially at short ranges. At long ranges the two curves
approach 90o phase shift rel. to the plane wave. This is a result of the “bowl-like” vibration of the
transducer, cf. the discussion in connection with Fig. 5.
Fig. 7b shows the phase of Hdif calculated using Approach A (Eq. (8)), for three different piston diameters
in a relevant range for actual USM transducers, 12, 20 and 24 mm, and for fixed frequency, 150 kHz.
Since the nearfield length increases by increasing transducer diameter, increased diameter means that one
needs to go to longer distances to reach the 90o phase difference between the “piston field” and the “plane
wave field”.
c = 400 m/s, 2a = 12 mm, f = 150 kHz
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Calculated phase of the diffraction correction, shown as a function of distance from the transmitting
transducer, at a frequency of 150 kHz. (a) FE calculations for the transducer shown in Fig. 4a and c
(Approach B, blue thin line) and William’s model for a 12mm diam. plane piston mounted in an infinite
rigid baffle (Eq. (8), black thick line, Approach A); (b) William’s model for a plane piston mounted in an
infinite rigid baffle (Approach A), calculated for piston diameters 12, 20 and 24 mm.

4.3 Diffraction time delay results - transient part of signal
For time detection in the transient part of the signal (e.g. the signal start), the diffraction time delay cannot
be obtained directly from the phase response of the diffraction correction Hdif (as above), but can be
extracted from calculated time signals. Here the FLOSIM system model is used for this purpose, cf.
Section 3.5.
For calculation of time signals the frequency response of Hdif is needed, cf. Eq. 7b. Fig. 8 shows this
frequency response (magnitude and phase), for a fixed transducer distance z = 20 cm, calculated according
to the two approaches A and B described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
On an overall scale, the frequency responses of Hdif for the transducer and the plane piston shown in Fig. 8
appear to be relatively similar. However, there are differences, such as for the phase responses at very low
frequencies, in the 150 kHz range, and above 200 kHz. This is due to the non-piston-like vibration of the
transducer, and that the vibration pattern changes with frequency, cf. the discussion in connection with

(b)
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Fig. 5. Such deviations may be important for the signal form and diffraction time delay both in the
transient and stationary parts of the signal. This topic is planned to be subject of a later study.
c = 400 m/s, 2a = 12 mm, z = 0.2 m
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Diffraction correction calculated for the transducer shown in Fig. 4a and c (FE calculation, blue thin lines),
and for a uniform piston with diameter 12 mm mounted in an infinite rigid baffle (William’s model, black
thick lines), shown as a function of frequency, at a distance z = 20 cm. (a) magnitude and (b) phase.

For the time signal calculations presented here, Approach A has been used. The following example is
considered. The excitation voltage signal V0(t) is given as a 20 cycle constant amplitude tone burst,
starting negative. The internal impedance of the signal generator is ZS = 1.5 Ω (real). The carrier
frequency of the excitation signal is 150 kHz. To simulate the current signal at the output terminals of the
receiving transducers (at node 7), an electrical termination impedance of Zterm = 1 Ω (real) has been used.
For the gas USM simulations, 20 MHz sampling frequency with 8192 sampling points were used. To
make the system as simple as possible, and still with sufficient realism to illustrate the main items, no
specific electronics or other filtering were used in these simulations.
The diffraction time delay for the time domain signals has been calculated by first simulating the current
signal at node 7 using the plane wave propagation model (Eq. (7a)), and next, doing the same calculation
using the plane piston model (Eqs. (7b) and (8)). The time difference between corresponding zero
crossings in these two signals gives the diffraction time delay for each pair of zero crossings.
Fig. 9 shows the simulated current signal at the output terminals of the receiving transducer using the
plane wave propagation model (Eq. (7a)) and the plane piston model (Eqs. (7b) and (8)), at three
distances: (a) 0.5 cm, (b) 7 cm and (c) 50 cm. The former distance is well into the nearfield of the
transducer, whereas the two latter distances are somewhat and well into the farfield, respectively. For
illustration of the diffraction effects in the transient start part of the signal, only the first 7 to 8 out of the
20 cycles of the signal are shown here. The signal becomes nearly stationary at later cycles.
The figure illustrates the well-known effect that the diffraction time delay is nearly zero at signal onset,
and becomes negative at later cycles in the signal. That means, at zero crossings within the signal the
“piston signal” leads the “plane wave signal”, by up to a quarter of a period. This effect may be negligible
in the very nearfield of the piston (in which the waves are nearly plane), whereas in the farfield (in which
the waves become increasingly spherical with increasing distance) it becomes more pronounced.
Fig. 10 shows the simulated diffraction time delay, i.e. the time difference between corresponding zero
crossings in the “piston signal” and the “plane wave signal”, as a function of zero crossing number, for the
three distances considered in Fig. 9 and some others. It is noted that due to the limited bandwidth of the
gas USM transducer, it takes quite a few cycles (about 25 zero crossings) to reach constant diffraction
time delay. However, it is also noted that already at the first zero crossing after signal onset the diffraction
time delay of this transducer is in the range 70-80 % of the maximum diffraction time delay of the signal
(the stationary part value), for a given distance. In general this depends on the transducer’s frequency
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response and bandwidth, however, and should be addressed in relation to whether time detection is made
in the transient start of the signal, or in the stationary part.
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Fig. 10. Simulated diffraction time delay in the transient to the stationary parts of the signal, for the gas transducer
model example shown in Fig. 4a (cf. the text), calculated from simulated signal traces, including those
shown in Fig. 9. (Transducer distances z = 0.5, 1, 3, 7, 10 and 50 cm.)

4.4 Consequences for USMs
The question then arises whether diffraction time delay values as illustrated in Fig. 10 (up to a quarter of a
signal cycle, 1.67 µs) have significant consequences for the USM accuracy, in field operation. This
appears to be very dependent on the accuracy requirements, the meter size, the actual “dry calibration”
method used for the USM in question, and how it is being used (e.g. choice of transducer distances).
To examine this question, calculations using Eqs. (1) have been made first with the correct transit times
for the USM size in question, and next with errors added to these transit times. For each path in the USM,
the transit time error added is the diffraction time delay of the stationary part of the signal (a negative
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number), for the path length in question, cf. Fig. 10. The meter was a 4-path USM with Gauss-Jacobi
integration [59] and 45o inclination angles. This procedure was repeated for a range of USM diameters.
The consequences for the USM error after use of the various “dry calibration” methods discussed in
Section 2.2, are analyzed in the following. Note that here, only errors due to diffraction effects are
considered, - all other sources of error (distance measurement, temperature control in “dry calibration”,
etc.) have been neglected here.
Sound velocity “dry calibration” method. First, consider the example that “dry calibration” has been
made using the “sound velocity method” [1], in a dedicated test cell, at a given transducer distance, zdry.
As explained in Section 2.2, correction for diffraction time delay should ideally be made for path lengths
other than this distance. Fig. 11a shows the calculated error made by not doing such correction, for meter
diameters in the range 100 to 600 mm (4” to 24” meters), for some “dry calibration” distances in the range
zdry = 10 - 100 cm, and for transducer diameter 20 mm. Significant meter errors are observed; from 0.1 %
for 24” meters up to 0.6 % for 4” meters, depending on zdry.
Similarly, Fig. 11b shows the corresponding error for the VOS reading of the USM. Significant errors are
observed also for this measurement if diffraction time delay has not been accounted for or handled; - from
about 0.25 m/s (0.06 %) for 24” meters up to about 1.45 m/s (0.36 %) for 4” meters, depending on zdry.
Next, consider the example that “dry calibration” has been made using the “sound velocity method” [1],
this time in the actual USM meter body (spoolpiece), i.e. at the actual transducer distances of the meter.
Fig.12a shows the calculated error made by not correcting for diffraction effects, for the volumetric flow
rate. In this case relatively small meter errors up to 0.05 % (for 4” meters) are found. Also for the VOS
reading relatively small errors are found, up to 0.1 m/s (0.025 %) for 4” meters, cf. Fig. 12b. This is the
effect on diffraction by changing gas, from nitrogen (c = 350 m/s) to natural gas (c = 400 m/s).
Sound velocity error due to no diffraction time delay correction.
Gas USM, 150 kHz, 2a = 20 mm, VOS "dry calibration" method (in cell)

Flow velocity error due to no diffraction time delay correction.
Gas USM, 150 kHz, 2a = 20 mm, VOS "dry calibration" method (in cell)
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Fig. 11. Simulated error due to no diffraction time delay correction for gas USMs, with respect to (a) flow velocity,
and (b) sound velocity. Sound velocity “dry calibration” method (in cell). Transducer diameter = 20 mm.
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Two-distance “dry calibration” method. Secondly, consider the example that “dry calibration” has been
made using the “two-distance method” [1], at two transducer distances, zdry1 and zdry2. As explained in
Section 2.2, correction for diffraction time delay should ideally be used. Fig. 13a shows the calculated
error made by not doing such correction, for meter diameters in the range 100 to 600 mm (4” to 24”
meters), for some arbitrarily chosen combinations of “dry calibration” distances (zdry1 and zdry2) in the
range 10 - 100 cm, and for transducer diameter 20 mm. Significant meter errors are observed; from 0.18
% for 24” meters up to 0.47 % for 4” meters, depending on the chosen combination of zdry1 and zdry2.
Errors up to 0.56 % have been found using other distance combinations (e.g. 10 and 15 cm).
Similarly, Fig. 13b shows the corresponding error for the VOS reading of the gas USM. Significant errors
are observed also for this measurement if diffraction time delay has not been accounted for or handled; from about 0.4 m/s (0.1 %) for 24” meters up to about 1.1 m/s (0.28 %) for 4” meters, depending on the
chosen combination of zdry1 and zdry2.
Sound velocity error due to no diffraction time delay correction.
Gas USM, 150 kHz, 2a = 20 mm, 2-distance "dry calibration" method

Flow velocity error due to no diffraction time delay correction.
Gas USM, 150 kHz, 2a = 20 mm, 2-distance "dry calibration" method
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Fig. 13. Simulated error due to no diffraction time delay correction for gas USMs, with respect to (a) flow velocity,
and (b) sound velocity. Two-distance “dry calibration” method. Transducer diameter = 20 mm.

Acoustic reflector and transducer reflection “dry calibration” methods. Thirdly, consider the example
that “dry calibration” has been made either using the “acoustic reflector method” or the “transducer
reflection method”. As explained in Section 2.2, neither of these methods account for diffraction time
delay, which then needs to be corrected for separately.
Fig. 14a shows the calculated error for the flow velocity reading of the gas USM if diffraction time delay
has not been accounted for or handled in the meter, for meter diameters in the range 100 to 600 mm (4” to
24” meters), and for transducer diameter 20 mm. Significant meter errors are observed; from 0.17 % for
24” meters up to 0.47 % for 4” meters.
Sound velocity error due to no diffraction time delay correction.
Gas USM, 150 kHz, 2a = 20 mm, two reflection "dry calibration" methods

Flow velocity error due to no diffraction time delay correction.
Gas USM, 150 kHz, 2a = 20 mm, two reflection "dry calibration" methods
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Fig. 14. Simulated error due to no diffraction time delay correction for gas USMs, with respect to (a) flow velocity,
and (b) sound velocity. Applies to the following two “dry calibration” methods: the acoustic reflector
method, and the transducer reflection method. Transducer diameter = 20 mm.
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Similarly, Fig. 14b shows the corresponding error for the VOS reading of the gas USM. Significant errors
are observed also for this measurement if diffraction time delay has not been accounted for or handled; from about 0.4 m/s (0.10 %) for 24” meters up to about 0.9 m/s (0.22 %) for 4” meters.

4.5 Results from flow calibration of a USM
To evaluate the effect of diffraction correction using real USM measurement data, Fig. 15 shows results
from flow testing of the FMC Kongsberg Metering gas flow meter MPU 1200 [60] at Statoil’s flow
calibration laboratory K-Lab in 1999, for the measured flow velocity (Fig. 15a), the sound velocity (Fig.
15b) and the gas density (calculated from the measured sound velocity) (Fig. 15c). The meter under test
was a 6” USM, under test conditions of 32 - 86 bar pressure, temperatures 31 - 51 oC and flow velocities 5
- 20 m/s. For this flow meter test, a “dry calibration” method had been used in which the diffraction time
delay was not a part of the measured time delay correction.
First, the meter was flow tested with the diffraction time delay correction “turned off” in the meter
software. This resulted in over-readings of the flow velocity (in the range 0.4 - 1.7 %, cf. Fig. 15a) and
the sound velocity (in the range 0.9 - 1.2 m/s, Fig. 15b), and a corresponding under-reading of the density
(in the range 0.35 - 0.5 %, Fig. 15c).
Next, a new flow testing run was made, this time with the diffraction time delay correction “turned on” in
the meter software. The diffraction time delay for the individual paths were calculated according to the
piston model described above, with values in a range close to 1.4 µs. This resulted in significant
improvements of the meter readings. The flow velocity reading deviations were now in the range -0.2 to
1.1 % (Fig. 15a), the sound velocity reading uncertainties in the range -0.3 to 0.4 m/s (Fig. 15b), and the
density reading uncertainties in the range -0.05 to 0.15 % (Fig. 15c).
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velocity, VOS, and (c) gas density
(calculated from the measured VOS
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The shifts in the flow and sound velocities by activating the diffraction time delay correction in software
were typically about 0.5 % and 1 m/s, respectively. It is interesting to note that these measured shift
figures are relatively close to the calculated shift figures of a 6” (150 mm) USM shown in Fig. 14, which
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are about 0.45 % and 0.9 m/s respectively. Very close agreement is not to be expected, however, since the
path configurations, integration methods and signal frequencies of the MPU 1200 and the USMs used to
calculate Fig. 14, are different.

5. DISCUSSION, CHALLENGES AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
The diffraction time delay results shown in Sections 4.2-4.5 are discussed in the following, with emphasis
on consequences for USM accuracy in flow calibration and field operation, as a basis for the conclusions
stated in Section 6.
The results of the present work indicate that when high USM accuracy is in question, diffraction effects
can result in a significant metering error after “dry calibration”, especially for small-size meters (4”-12”),
if not corrected for in the meter. This is so for all of the four “dry calibration” methods discussed here, cf.
the example calculations shown in Figs. 11-14. For a 6” meter, for example, and for a 20 mm diam.
transducer, Figs. 11-14 indicate that errors due to diffraction of up to 0.45 % and 0.9 m/s (0.22 %) may be
experienced for the volumetric flow rate and VOS readings, respectively. However, the errors depend
largely on how the chosen “dry calibration” method is being used (choice of transducer distances), meter
size, and also on several other parameters (cf. Section 3.4).
The example calculations shown in Figs. 11-14 are valid under the assumption of a plane piston vibration
of the transducer. As is well known, real transducer vibrations are normally not piston-like (cf. e.g. Figs.
4-8). The finite element calculations shown in Fig. 7a indicate that the error due to diffraction effects may
be of the same order of magnitude as indicated in Figs. 11-14 also for real transducers, although the error
will definitely depend on the actual vibration pattern of the transducer, at the operational frequency of the
USM. The FEM results shown in Figs. 5-8 are considered to represent an important step towards more
precise evaluation of diffraction effects and their consequences for real transducers, using finite element
modelling of piezoelectric transducers and their radiation.
The example calculations shown in Figs. 11-14 apply to time detection in the stationary part of the signal.
Fig. 10 shows that for time detection in the start of the signal (one or several of the first cycles), the
situation is to a large extent the same (however, with somewhat smaller diffraction time delay, 20-30 %),
and correspondingly smaller metering errors). The results have been obtained within the limitations of
Approach A used in Section 4.3 (William’s model for a plane piston). In future work such analysis of
diffraction effects on time signals may be made for real transducers, e.g. using finite element modelling.
Work is today underway in this respect [57], cf. Approach B described in Sections 2.3 and 3.3.
In addition to the factors discussed above, there adds the complication that the transducer time delay and
the diffraction time delay may depend on pressure (P), temperature (T), gas composition and flow
velocity (beam drift) [27].
For gas meters, this may be particularly important. Gas transducers typically involve matching layers
made of polymer materials (epoxy, plastics, etc.), which generally make the transducer time delay
temperature dependent, and possibly also pressure dependent. Moreover, the sound velocity of the natural
gas changes with P and T, and the vibration of the transducer front may also change with T (and P). As a
consequence, the diffraction time delay may be T (and P) dependent.
This may influence on the gas meter accuracy. Due to limitations with actual flow calibration
laboratories, the flow calibration conditions may be significantly different from the actual field conditions
at which the meter shall operate, such as with respect to P and T. In practice, flow calibration at pressures
higher than 50 bar may be difficult to achieve, and the temperature at calibration may typically be e.g. 10
o
C. If the operational conditions are significantly different from the flow calibration conditions, and if the
shifts in time delays are not corrected for, an error in the meter reading may be introduced.
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In further work on evaluation of the consequences of diffraction effects on the USM accuracy, several
factors which have not been addressed here should be considered, such as:
•
•
•
•

The influence of temperature (T) and pressure (P) on diffraction time delay (transducer
vibration and gas sound velocity effects, from flow calibration to field operation).
The influence of real transducer vibration, frequency response and bandwidth on diffraction
time delay, in the transient part (start) and the stationary part of the signal.
Beam drift (flow) effects.
Effects of transducer port geometry (signal interference due to acoustic reflections).

Recent developments in finite element modelling of ultrasonic measurement systems (cf. e.g. [57]) have
enabled possibilities for analysis of several of these factors using more accurate modelling of the
transducers and the resulting sound wave propagation.. By use of a well proven finite element model,
both more realistic (non-uniform) front surface vibration and the associated sound propagation in the fluid,
including interference from transducer side-radiation, as well as realistic transducer frequency response
and bandwidth, can be described, and e.g. the consequences for the diffraction time delay in the transient
and stationary parts of the signal evaluated.
There are however definitely challenges related to use of models such as FLOSIM and FEMP for
applications as discussed above. Some of the ongoing work is concentrated on: (a) ensuring sufficiently
reliable and accurate results for the FE calculated functions to be used in FLOSIM, with respect to
magnitude and phase responses, (b) ensuring correct physical interpretations and uses of the FEM results,
(c) ensuring accurate FEM based transducer diffraction correction calculations, (d) performing
comparisons with more traditional models for the transducers and the sound field propagation, and (e)
comparisons with experimental results.
In the comparisons with experimental results, the available data for the material constants become crucial.
For piezoelectric materials, for example, only typical data with a low accuracy (5-20 %) may be available
from the manufacturer, at best. Such data are obtained using standardized measurement methods (cf. e.g.
[61]). However, the standardized methods have been shown to be physically incorrect because only onedimensional models are used in the analysis of the measurements, resulting in errors which can be up to
several percent [62]. Practical work shows that adjusted values of the material constants may have to be
used in the simulations. That has been done in the simulations shown in Figs. 4-9.
Also for non-piezoelectric materials the availability of reliable material data may be a challenge, including
material data as a function of temperature T (e.g. to evaluate transducer and diffraction time delays as a
function of T).

6. CONCLUSIONS
USM technology for custody transfer volumetric metering of natural gas are of significant and increasing
interest for the petroleum industry. This technology is constantly being developed towards more accurate,
reliable and cost effective meters. In parallel, there are developments towards measurement of additional
quantities (e.g. energy and mass metering of gas). Such developments imply increased requirements to
correct and accurate signal analysis and corrections, where also improved treatment of physical, acoustical
effects is important.
In the present work, it has been shown that after “dry calibration” of a USM, there may still be an error
left in the USM reading due to diffraction effects, if such effects are not being corrected for. This is so for
all of the four “dry calibration” methods discussed here. This error may be significant, depending on the
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accuracy requirements, the meter size, the choice of “dry calibration” method being used for the meter,
and how this method is being used. This has been demonstrated in flow calibration and by simulations.
It is well known that for the volumetric flow rate measurement, errors left after “dry calibration” (due to
systematic effects such as e.g. diffraction, cf. Fig. 11-14) can be reduced (or even eliminated in some
cases) by flow calibration. On the other hand, it is also well known that correction factors established in
USM flow calibration may in practice not be “perfect”, in the meaning that errors may not be fully
eliminated (cf. e.g. [30,31]). Besides, the AGA-9 report [1, Chapter 5] requires that in flow calibration the
USM shall “meet the minimum requirements before the application of any calibration-factor adjustment”
(i.e., 1.4 % in the low velocity range, and 0.7-1.0 % elsewhere), to “ensure that a major flaw in the meter
is not masked by a large calibration-factor adjustment”. Thirdly, if the temperature T (and pressure P) are
significantly different from flow calibration to field operation, systematic diffraction time delay effects
may be introduced.
For the VOS measurement, used in USM diagnostics and extended applications such as mass and energy
flow rate metering, flow calibration does not reduce errors left after “dry calibration” (due to systematic
effects such as e.g. diffraction, cf. Figs. 11-14). In USM diagnostics, for example, VOS is compared
between paths. As diffraction effects will act differently on paths of different length, the use of diffraction
time delay correction can help to reduce the VOS spread between paths, and thus improve the VOS
method as a tool for USM diagnostics.
For use of VOS in mass and energy flow rate metering, the errors due to diffraction may be of an order of
magnitude where control with diffraction effects will be important.
For reasons as discussed above, treatment of diffraction effects may be highly recommended, especially
for small-size meters (4”-12”). That means, use of diffraction time delay correction in “dry calibration”,
in flow calibration (accounting for actual path lengths), and in field operation (accounting for P and T
effects).
Such correction may be done conveniently in USM software. Methods for developing and implementing
diffraction time delay correction algorithms in USM software are available today. The cases of time
detection in the transient (start) or the stationary (middle) parts of the signal need to be treated differently,
but the available methods cover both cases.
It is worth noting that even an idealized and simplified description of diffraction effects based on the plane
piston model may in many cases reduce USM errors due to diffraction to an acceptable level. Such an
approach has been demonstrated here to result in significant improvement of the USM accuracy in flow
calibration, cf. Fig. 15.
More refined, powerful and accurate models are also available today. Recent developments in finite
element modelling of ultrasonic measurement systems have enabled possibilities for analysis of several of
the influencing factors using much more accurate modelling of the transducers and the radiated sound
field. Individual transducer characteristics, such as the vibration pattern and change of this pattern with
frequency, can be accounted for in the diffraction correction.
In perspective, it is important to be aware that the results presented here do not question the basic
soundness and reliability of the USM method. The diffraction effects discussed here become important
essentially when (a) high accuracy in the volumetric flow rate reading is necessary, and (b) for extended
functionality of USMs (use of the measured VOS to calculate the mass and energy flow rates). Control of
diffraction effects become especially important for the VOS measurement, for which possible systematic
effects (errors) are not being eliminated or reduced by flow calibrating the meter.
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Methods to achieve improved control with systematic transit time effects such as due to diffraction, etc.,
have been described here. The results of the present work are expected to provide a basis to further
improve today’s USM technology towards higher accuracy, control, reliability and functionality.
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